Restricted attentional capacity within but not between sensory modalities
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Restrictions to attentional capacity are revealed by the interference that commonly results when two sensory inputs must be identified at the same time. To investigate this phenomenon within and between modalities, we presented streams of visual and/or auditory inputs, containing occasional targets to be identified and recalled. For two visual or two auditory streams, identification of one target produced a sustained reduction in the ability to identify a second, the period of interference lasting for several hundred milliseconds. Subjectively, when attention was assigned to one target it was temporarily unavailable for another. In contrast, there was no such time-locked interference between targets in different modalities. The results suggest a modality-specific restriction to concurrent attention and awareness; visual attention to one simple target does not restrict concurrent auditory attention to another.

Rather generalized limitations on concurrent attention and awareness have often been proposed. According to such views, attention to any target stimulus or event should interfere with concurrent attention to any other subsequent target, regardless of the targets’ modalities. Very few studies, however, have compared interference within and between modalities, leaving the question unresolved. As one suggestive exception, Treisman and Davies found that searching for a target across two inputs in different modalities was more efficient than searching across inputs in the same modality. Here we extend this early study with exact measurements of the time-course of interference produced by one attended target on another, as a function of whether targets are presented within or between modalities. Interference between concurrent tasks can occur for many reasons; measures of interference time-locked to a specific sensory input are useful in localizing the specific attentional demands of its processing.

Figure 1
Example trial for single-modality auditory experiment. Two streams of speech were presented concurrently, one in a low and one in a high voice. Each stream consisted of identical repetitions of the syllable ‘guh’ (non-targets), with a single target word (‘nap’ or ‘nab’ for the low voice, ‘cot’ or ‘cod’ for the high voice) embedded within it. Syllables and words lasted for 150 ms each, and were separated by silent intervals of 100 ms. One stream, chosen at random on each trial, began 125 ms before the other, breaking synchrony of the two. The first stream to begin also contained the first target, presented after five non-targets. The second target was presented in the other stream, following delays of 125, 375, 625 or 1,375 ms measured from first to second target onset (stimulus onset asynchrony or SOA). After the second target, each stream was completed by two final non-targets.

Figure 2
Example trial for single-modality visual experiment. Throughout each trial, the display contained a central fixation dot and four four-dot markers indicating stimulus positions. Overall display dimensions were 4.38 square. As in the auditory experiment, there were two streams of input. Each stream was a series of ‘frames’, each presented for 150 ms and separated by a blank interval of 100 ms from the next. For the horizontal stream, each frame contained two letter strings, one in the left position and one in the right. In non-target frames, each string was a row of three xs, the whole string approximately 0.68 in length. In target frames, at random either the left or right non-target was replaced by the target word ‘nap’ or ‘nab’. For the vertical stream, strings were presented in upper and lower positions, and the target was the word ‘cot’ or ‘cod’. As indicated, frames for horizontal and vertical streams were partly overlapping in time. Thus, for part of the duration of any given frame, the other two display locations were empty (as illustrated), whereas for the remainder of the duration those locations also contained letter strings. Other details of timing were as in the auditory experiment, except that, to keep performance at an appropriate level, target words were presented for only 120 ms, and followed after this SOA by a 50 ms non-target (three xs) in the same location. SOA between the target and the next whole non-target frame, however, was preserved at the usual 250 ms.
Our methods followed those recently used to measure the time course or dwell time of visual attention\textsuperscript{5,7}. Single-modality cases are illustrated in Figs 1 and 2. In the auditory case (Fig. 1), concurrent input streams were spoken by high and low voices. Each stream consisted of a string of non-targets (the spoken syllable ‘guh’), with a single target word embedded somewhere within it. In the crucial divided-attention condition, the subject’s task was to identify both targets; we measured the accuracy of identifying each target and, by varying their temporal separation, the time course of their mutual interference, or the dwell time of auditory attention. Focused-attention conditions, in which one stream of input was disregarded and only the target in the relevant stream was to be reported, were used as controls. The single-modality visual case (Fig. 2) was similar. Each stream of input was a series of briefly flashed letter strings presented one after the other. To ensure that central fixation was always maintained, the elements of each stream were not single strings but pairs of strings, either to left and right of fixation (horizontal stream) or above and below (vertical stream). Non-targets were rows of three xs, and targets again were words. Again the task in the crucial divided-attention condition was to identify both targets, one from the horizontal and one from the vertical stream.

Figure 3 shows results from these single-modality experiments, comparing divided-attention conditions with focused-attention controls. Results in the two modalities were closely similar. Control conditions were more accurate overall, reflecting generalized dual-task decrements\textsuperscript{4,8,9} not time-locked to target onsets. Of primary interest is the time course of interference between one target and another in the divided-attention case. In either modality, accuracy was substantially reduced when a first target was followed within a few hundred milliseconds by a second target in the other stream. The results reflect the dwell time of attention on a first target and the subsequent release of attentional capacity for the next. Such interference was entirely absent from control conditions.

Figure 4 shows results from a mixed-modality experiment, in which one stream was auditory and the other was visual. Again there was a generalized dual-task decrement in the divided-attention condition. This time, however, there was absolutely no interference time-locked to target presentation. Attending to a target in one modality left concurrent identification of a second target in a different modality undisturbed.

We can consider the relation of these results to a variety of other phenomena in the dual-task literature. Previous findings of small overall differences between focused and divided attention, even time-locked to target presentation. Attending to a target in one modality left concurrent identification of a second target in a different modality undisturbed.

Letters to Nature
when inputs are in different modalities, are consistent with our own generalized dual-task decrement (Fig. 4). As our results show, it is important that we measured interference time-locked to target presentation. Our experiments deal only with the case of independent visual and auditory inputs; a separate question concerns cross-modal integration when the same event gives rise to input in different modalities. Further sources of dual-task interference might also be important in more complex tasks, or when speeded responses are required. Under the simple conditions of our experiments, however, attention to concurrent targets shows no cross-modal restriction. Neurophysiologically, the results suggest that a major source of attentional restriction must lie in modality-specific sensory systems.

Methods

In each experiment, concurrent input streams were presented at a rate of 250 ms per item. A single target occurred in each stream. In focused-attention conditions, the task was to identify just the target in one specified stream. In divided-attention conditions, both targets were to be identified.

Streams for the single-modality auditory experiment are illustrated in Fig. 1. To create these sequences, single instances of each target and non-target were recorded, then cut to a length of 150 ms and combined into appropriate streams with Macintosh SoundEdit Pro. These streams were presented over headphones at a loudness of approximately 78 dB sound pressure level, with an Apple Macintosh Iic running Cedrus Superlab software.

Streams for the single-modality visual experiment are illustrated in Fig. 2. Stimuli in this experiment were presented on an Apple Power Macintosh 8500 running Psychopy software. Exact measurements of display timing revealed small variations around the values specified in the program; for example, when stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between two targets was specified as 125 ms, measured values ranged from 119 to 148 ms, and similar levels of variability were seen in target durations and in SOA between one frame and the next within each stream. Such fluctuations were the same under divided- and focused-attention conditions and can accordingly be ignored.

Streams for the mixed-modality experiment are illustrated in Fig. 4. The experiment was run on an Apple Power Macintosh 8500 running PsyScope software, with temporal variability comparable to the visual experiment. In all experiments, the subject initiated a trial by pressing the space bar of the computer keyboard. Stimulus streams began after a fixed delay of 250 ms; identification responses were typed in after the streams finished, using keys appropriately labelled for the targets ‘cot’, ‘cod’, ‘nap’ and ‘nab’. Under focused-attention conditions, there was a single response identifying the attended target (two-alternative forced choice). Under divided-attention conditions, two responses were typed in, in either order. Subjects were strongly encouraged to appropriately label for the targets ‘cot’, ‘cod’, ‘nap’ and ‘nab’. Under focused-modal integration when the same event gives rise to input in 19–50 years. The mixed-modality experiment had 18 subjects, aged 19–49 years.

Stimuli in this experiment were presented on an Apple Power Macintosh 8500 running PsyScope software. With temporal variability comparable to the visual experiment. In all experiments, the subject initiated a trial by pressing the space bar of the computer keyboard. Stimulus streams began after a fixed delay of 250 ms; identification responses were typed in after the streams finished, using keys appropriately labelled for the targets ‘cot’, ‘cod’, ‘nap’ and ‘nab’. Under focused-attention conditions, there was a single response identifying the attended target (two-alternative forced choice). Under divided-attention conditions, two responses were typed in, in either order. Subjects were strongly encouraged to take time over their responses, ensuring that typing errors were not made. For comparability, the fixation display (central dot and location markers, Fig. 2) was presented in all three experiments, and central fixation was required throughout the trial.

Each subject served in two focused-attention conditions, one for each stream, and the divided-attention condition. Each experiment began with three practice blocks of 32 trials, one per condition. In the auditory experiment there followed a first set of three experimental blocks (96 trials each), one per condition, followed by a second, similar set; other experiments had only one set of three experimental blocks (128 trials each), one per condition. The order of conditions was fixed for any one subject but counterbalanced across subjects. The experiment was conducted in a single session lasting 1.5 h.

Single-modality auditory and visual experiments had 12 paid subjects each, aged 19–50 years. The mixed-modality experiment had 18 subjects, aged 19–49 years.
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The Rab family of low-molecular-mass GTP-binding proteins are thought to guide membrane fusion between a transport vesicle and the target membrane, and to determine the specificity of docking. The docking and fusion of vesicles is, however, a complex multistep reaction, and the precise point at which Rab proteins act in these sequential processes is unknown. In brain, the Rab protein Rab3A is specific to synaptic vesicles, whose exocytosis can be monitored with submillisecond resolution by following synaptic transmission. We have now determined the precise point at which Rab3A acts in the sequence of synaptic vesicle docking and fusion by using electrophysiological analysis of neurotransmitter release in Rab3A-deficient mice. Unexpectedly, the size of the readily releasable pool of vesicles is normal, whereas Ca2+–triggered fusion is altered in the absence of Rab3A in that a more-than-usual number of exocytic events occur within a brief time after arrival of the nerve impulse.

We first investigated whether the rab3a deletion modifies the properties of the fundamental unit of transmitter release: the quantity of transmitter contained in each vesicle and the basal rate of spontaneous vesicle fusion. We used spontaneous miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs), each one of which corresponds to exocytosis by an individual vesicle (the neurotransmitter quantum), to compare the amplitudes of individual quantal events. In wild-type and rab3a mutant synapses (Fig. 1a). Both the amplitude of mEPSCs and their basal spontaneous rate are unchanged at the rab3a-mutant synapses (Fig. 1b).

With rapid repeated use, the average quantity of neurotransmitter released by a synapse declines, a decline that probably represents the depletion of fusion-competent vesicles in the ‘readily releasable pool’ at the presynaptic terminal. This depletion is faster in rab3a-mutant neurons, indicating some alteration in the efficiency of synaptic vesicle trafficking. To determine whether the depletion is faster because the readily releasable pool is smaller than usual, we compared the pool size at synapses formed between cultured hippocampal neurons prepared from wild-type or rab3a-mutant mice.